Bunny’s
Guinness
Sourdough
Recipe step-by-step with
pictures
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Put top on jar & leave at room
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Refresh starter. Place 25g of
temperature for 5hours and then put
starter in a jar.Add 80g of water at in the fridge overnight. This is based
30 degrees c & 100g of brown
on room temperature being at 20
flour. Stir until mixed together.
degrees C - if your room is hotter or

Next morning make the Leaven.
Place 1 tablespoon of the refreshed
starter in a mixing bowl. Add to it
50g of water at 30degrees C & 50g
brown flour. Stir to mix.

cooler, adjust the time accordingly.

4h

4.
Leave covered with a damp cloth
at room temperature for 4 hours

5.
Add 290g of water at 30degrees C, 12 g of salt, 250g of
brown flour, 250g of white (plain flour) &35g of
Guinness to the Leaven.

6.
Stir to mix with a spoon. Then mix with hands until
you can no longer feel the pockets of flour & the dry
texture. This should take about 5 mins.

5-10
mins
7.

8.

Cover dough at room
temperature for around 5-10
mins
A

9.

Roll out with hands, spend less
than 1minute doing this.
B
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10.

Cover, while you spray the your
work surface with water.

Spray table with water before
doing major stretch, stretch
dough out to a round circle
40-50cm diameter

D
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12.

Fold one side over, then the other over, like if your were making a
Put the ball of dough in a bowl,
burrito - image 11C. Next fold it your dough burrito into a square cover with a cloth and leave to bolt
11D&11E. Now fold in the corners of the square 11G, so that you are
ferment for 5 hours at room
left with a ball of dough 11H.
temperature.

13.
When the dough is nearly
twice the its size. Reshape the
dough into a ball and leave
uncovered at room
temperature for 10 minutes.

14.

15.

Next dust the dough with rice flour and roll it into a worm. Use rice
flour as needed to stop the dough from sticking to your hands/ the
table/board. Tuck the ends in to form a rectangle. Dust the banneton
rice flour. Put your dough rectangle in the banneton and leave
uncovered at room temperature for 1 hour.

17.
Place the dough on the base of
the bread cloche, and carefully
score the top of your loaf.

18.

After this put the banneton with
the dough still in it, in the fridge
overnight. You can cover if you
have a fan fridge to prevent the
dough drying out.

19.

Put the lid on top of the bread
Remove the top from the bread
cloche and place it the oven. Cook cloche, and place back in the oven
for 20mins.
for 30 mins.

16.
Turn the oven on and preheat
the oven to 220 degrees C/ 200
degrees C/gas mark 7/ 450
degrees F to & put the empty
bread cloche in the oven for
1/2, to heat it through.

20.
When done, place on a wire
rack to cool. Wait for it to
2hours before devouring it.

